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All contracts have a lifecycle, from the initial drafting to the final
expiration. You may ask, “What is contract lifecycle management
(CLM) software and how can it assist my business?” CLM simplifies the
management of every contract and makes it easier for enterprises to
deal with numerous important contracts that can prove risky if not
handled properly. It can be difficult to manage all stages of every
contract and that’s where CLM software helps.
CLM software allows an enterprise to regulate contract processes,
including scope definition, across big teams in diverse locations. It
typically offers a central library of contract clauses and templates that
minimizes examples of provided contracts that include language
falling outside agreed ranges.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved
the customer base and scale of a Market

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Contract Lifecycle Management
Software based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT AGILOFT

With Agiloft, we were able to automate the process of determining which
contract best serves the business. Automating the contract selection process
has helped us avoid a lot of problems.
TODD WESTERSUND
DIRECTOR AND SENIOR GLOBAL LEGAL COUNSEL, ASM INTERNATIONAL

Agiloft, Inc. is a trusted provider of
agile business process software.
Agiloft's unique platform enables
pre-built and custom applications
to be tailored to your exact needs
without writing custom code, so
deployment times and costs are a
fraction of those required for other

90% of required communications are now automated. The data contracts management
process requires us to notify research teams about the project activation, expiration, closure,
and user accounts’ statuses throughout the project lifecycle. Before Agiloft, this process was
manual and time-consuming.
ELENA GOLOBORODKO
SECURE DATA SERVICES MANAGER, CORNELL INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
RESEARCH (CISER)

systems. Agiloft specializes in
automating processes that are too
complex for competing vendors.
Their best practice templates and
adaptable technology ensure rapid
deployment and a fully extensible
system.

[Agiloft] had the best contract management functionality, plus the
easiest and most friendly user interface.
PAUL GAMBLE
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR, INLAND TECHNOLOGIES

With Agiloft, we are able to standardize more of what we do and able to track
a contract while it’s in process. The fact that the solution can grow and change
with us is very positive.
JAMES BECKMANN
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL, BOYS TOWN
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ABOUT COBBLESTONE SOFTWARE

CobbleStone Software has benefitted us because of its functionality,
accessibility, and performance.
RICHARD WANNE
DIRECTOR OF AGENCY CONTRACT SUPPORT, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY OF SAN
DIEGO COUNTY

CobbleStone Software has been
providing leading enterprise
contract management, vendor
management, and eSourcing
software solutions for over 20
years and is trusted by thousands
of users. CobbleStone Contract

Your Cobblestone team is GREAT, and I appreciate our long-standing
relationship with Contract Insight.
MIKE
PROCUREMENT DIRECTOR, DIS

Insight contract management
solutions provide contract and
vendor tracking, configurable email
and calendar alerts, automated
contract workflows, robust security
options, authoring of contract
templates with dynamic clauses,
revenue/cost management, full

CobbleStone Software was awarded a 5 year contract with GSA for federal
agencies. A must for federal agencies that need contract management
software.
LARRY
STAFF, GSA

text indexing and searching,
vendor/client ratings, document
version control, custom reports,
electronic signature options,
smarter contracts with machine
learning, and more.

Highly recommended to any organization requiring a highly
customizable and supported solution for contract management.
LORENA RODRIGUEZ
ASSISTANT CONTRACT ADMIN, EL PASO COUNTY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CONGA

Conga CLM has also proven to be a reliable means of analyzing data and
driving contract efficiency while giving us more insight into the value and risk
profile of our contracts.
PATRICK VERRAES
DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL, HUNTSMAN

Conga developed its suite of
enterprise-grade Intelligent
Document Automation solutions to
help businesses optimize their
CRM investments. The Conga Suite,
which includes Conga Composer,
Conga Contracts, Conga
ActionGrid, and Conga Sign,

Working with Conga as our only contract management solution, we’ll be able
to manage fewer templates and create a truly one-stop portal for self-service
contracts.
MARIE PILON
CONTRACT AND LEGAL OPERATIONS ANALYST, ADOBE

simplifies and automates data,
documents, contracts, signing, and
reporting. As a Salesforce Platinum
ISV Partner, Conga is committed to
providing its customers with
enterprise-grade infrastructure,
security, and solutions. In fact,

With our old system, we had virtually no way of knowing when it was time to contact partners for contract
renewals and we missed out on substantial revenue opportunities. With Conga Contracts, we can set date
triggers that automatically generate and distribute reports to my field team about upcoming expiring
contracts and background information so they can make sure the customer is satisfied and ready to renew.
NANCY THORNSBURY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CONTRACTS, PREFERRED HOTELS

more than 650,000 users in 85
countries across all industries rely
on Conga applications to fully
utilize their Salesforce data,
including Hilton Worldwide,
Schumacher Group, and CBRE.

With Conga Collaborate, we have only one system to maintain, and only a single template for
all of our contracts. The Conga Collaborate integration with Salesforce enabled us to create a
single document that acts as a universal template that will adapt itself to each and every sales
opportunity.
EVAN ROBINSON
DIRECTOR OF SALES, INSIGHTSQUARED

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DOCUSIGN

Why do more than 370,000 paying

We use DocuSign to execute subcontracts. Implementing DocuSign was one of the best improvements we made in our
document processing in the last 5 years. DocuSign makes follow up automatic, our documents cannot be altered and our
subcontract execution turnaround time has improved. No more waiting for the boss to return to the office and sign by pen.
I would recommend DocuSign to anyone who needs to obtain signatures from internal employees or external clients.
DEBBIE CARVER
SCHWEIGER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

customers use DocuSign? Because
they love it. DocuSign is the fast,
reliable way to make nearly every
agreement and approval process a
simple digital action, from
electronic signing to payment
collection—on practically any

Our DocuSign integration automated our workflows and contracts processes so our Sales team
can close more deals faster. DocuSign has been directly responsible for increasing the efficiency
and results of not only our Sales organization, but our entire company.
PRABHJEET MALHI
CONTRACTS MANAGER, TUNE

mobile device, from nearly
anywhere in the world. Say
goodbye to administrative hassles
like scanning, faxing, and
overnighting, forever.

We selected DocuSign because of its superior API platform, network, and technical support.
Contracts and agreements that used to take weeks to be returned on paper now take as few as
two minutes digitally with DocuSign, saving us tremendously on processing and paper costs.
KEVIN KELLER
DIRECTOR, SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, RESTAURANT SERVICES INC.

With DocuSign, you can always look at the status in real-time and know if the
contract is still out there. It makes your job a lot easier, keeping track of what
contracts you sent out and what hasn’t come back yet.
TRESSA MORGAN
SALES OPERATIONS DATABASE & CLIENT SUPPORT MANAGER, EDGAR ONLINE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ICERTIS

The Icertis Contract Management platform will accelerate a process that used to take weeks
thereby improving revenue recognition, gaining efficiency and delighting our customers. The
ICM platform equips our team with an intelligent, enterprise-wide solution that allows us to
optimize our commercial relationships and speed time to revenue.
SPENCER HANLON
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, LUFTHANSA AIRPLUS SERVICEKARTEN GMBH

Icertis is the leading provider of
contract lifecycle management in
the cloud. Icertis Contract
Management (ICM) is an
innovative, easy-to-use platform
that is highly configurable and
continually adapts to complex
business needs. With its intelligent

We selected the Icertis Contract Management platform because of its flexible
workflow, the transparency it provides users into our contracting process and
its intuitive user interface.
MARYBETH DIXON
SENIOR MANAGER OF CORPORATE SYSTEMS & FINANCIAL OPERATIONS, MASSTECH

workflow and built-in analytics,
ICM provides ongoing contractual
insights and best-of-breed contract
management. ICM enables
customers to increase compliance,
improve governance, mitigate risk
and enhance user productivity,

Icertis' unique approach to building software is evident in its Contract Management product. Managing complex contracts
across all our business units and getting one single view of various contracts was very important to us. MindTree selected
Icertis' Contract Management solution based on its end-to-end functionality, ease of use, and quick time to deployment.
Their product will help take our contract management processes to the next level.
RAJESH NARANG
VICE PRESIDENT – LEGAL & COMPANY SECRETARY, MINDTREE

thereby maximizing ROI and
accelerating time to value across
the global enterprise.

With Icertis, every contract, in order to be executed, has to be created on the
platform and is automatically stored on the platform. Therefore we know
where our contracts are, they are dynamic, and they are searchable.
SIMON ANOLICK
DIRECTOR, LEGAL & IP, HERE TECHNOLOGIES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IRONCLAD

Ironclad is software that does all
the administrative work better left

Our old way of doing things made even finding contracts difficult. By
streamlining our processes, Ironclad has helped us accelerate high-volume,
high-value contracts and create self-service process for our business users.
JOSEPHINE VONG
LEGAL OPERATIONS MANAGER, BRANCH

for a computer, freeing legal teams
to do substantive work and drive
business strategy. They build
contracts software to take legal
teams to the next level. They're
bringing Silicon Valley technology
to legal teams, but without all the

I knew Ironclad was a no-brainer when I saw its reporting functionality, access
to the API, and the Salesforce plugin. That's when I realized, ‘Ironclad is what
we need. There is nobody else that can do this for us.
KATIE MORGAN
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS, TEXAS RANGERS

Silicon Valley disruption. With a
public API and seamless
integrations, nothing about your
current process needs to break
when you start using Ironclad.

Ironclad gives me the control to create workflows that make sense for the
needs of the business when I need them, while also empowering the business
groups I work with to take an active role in managing contracts to completion.
SHANE RIEHL
CONTRACTS NEGOTIATOR, GLASSDOOR

With Ironclad, you don’t have to review the same contract multiple times with
different people. Ironclad facilitates the signatures, the review process, the
redlining , and negotiating — it really is seamless.
ELYSSA DUNLEAVY
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, ADVERTISING COUNSEL, L’OREAL USA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PANDADOC

I love the templates and content library so I can have consistency of
document yet ability to personalise with content specific to the job.
KYLIE HARKER
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SQUIRREL BUSINESS HUB

PandaDoc is an all-in-one software
that streamlines your sales
workflows. Create, send, track, and
eSign client-facing documents
designed to win more business.
PandaDoc integrates with your
CRM, saves your team time, and

PandaDoc is the best tool for digital document management, from HR
docs through to proposals and contracts.
JOHN-MARK
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CATALYST GROUP

provides transparency into your
sales performance. PandaDoc
empowers businesses and
individuals to lead paperless,
productive work lives. Pandadoc
helps you build beautiful, effective,
and modern documents so that

Our closure rate has increased by about 15%. Almost as important, our contract generation
time is cut in half. There is no delay between close and execution, so our resources who develop,
review, and process contracts are much more productive with PandaDoc.
BETH SNIDER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 3BY400

you can keep your clients (and
yourself) happy.

We use PandaDoc for everything you can possibly imagine. If you have any
form that you need to send out, route anywhere, be completed, and sent back
– it works well with PandaDoc every time.
JENNIE DIXON
DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CONCORD

We save a lot of time, it's really useful. Getting contracts signed is fast,
almost instantaneous.
ZDENKA LEMUT
GENERAL COUNSEL, WAGRAM MUSIC

Concord is a free cloud-based
contract lifecycle management
solution that’s changing the way
the world is creating, negotiating,
signing, and managing contracts.
Concord provide unlimited
e-signatures and unlimited

Concord has done for contracts what Slack did for office chat. Concord
makes contracts easy, sleek, and fun.
LISA ABDILOVA
FOUNDER AND CEO, WELL CONNECTED NOW

contract storage for any number of
users. Concord is simple to use
and includes online collaboration,
deadline alerts, track changes and
more features. Concord users are
finding that signatures are
obtained 5 times faster, contract
approvals and negotiations are

Having templates in the platform makes everything easier and faster. The email notifications
have made the contract process very easy and the ROI on the platform has been excellent. It
was easy to learn the platform and I received help when I needed it. I love the features and the
price point is right.
HEATHER HELMIG
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER, WIDELITY

sped up by 70%, and compliance
requirements are improved by
90%. They are on a mission to
make sure no one ever has to
manually manage contracts ever
again.

Having a solution that helps you organize all of your contracts and know
when they’re expiring, when they’re renewing, is a best practice I would hope
that every business could have.
ALON ROTEM
GENERAL COUNSEL, THREDUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CONTRACTWORKS

ContractWorks provides contract
management software services

ContractWorks is great because it allows visibility and access to otherwise out of sight and out
of mind documents and associated terms. The ease of use is a breath of fresh air, as well as the
commitment from the ContractWorks team to hear customer feedback and use it for ongoing
functional improvement.
SARAH BORMET
JR. PARALEGAL, DECKERS BRANDS

that focuses on usability and a
simple user interface. Quick
implementation, ease of use, and
affordability are hallmarks of their
service. ContractWorks features a
comprehensive feature set for
companies that are keen to move
away from managing contracts

ContractWorks is an excellent portal for small companies who have historically managed
contracts and their associated data through lists and spreadsheets. Generating reports is easy
and automatic deadline tracking is helpful. Having all the documents accessible through a
single database assures visibility and to make sure nothing falls through the cracks.
VINEET SARIN
PRESIDENT, KINAMED INCORPORATED

manually, tracking details on Excel,
or struggling with an existing
contract management process
that's too complicated or too
expensive. All plans include
unlimited users, free
implementation with 24/7 support,
and built-in electronic signature

We have set up our legal database in ContractWorks and everybody loves it. It
is very easy to use with a lot of helpful features. You can tag documents, set
alarms and create individual reports and the support is also great.
MARTINA MATTERSBERGER
OFFICE MANAGER, E.VENTURES

licenses.
ContractWorks functions effortlessly as our primary contract management software. It is
effective, serviceable, and extremely user friendly. Their customer service is exceptionally
responsive, and supportive, to any and all questions or concerns. It is truly a secure, and
cost-effective solution for storing all of your contracts/documents.
CELINA CARTER
SENIOR CORPORATE COUNSEL, QMAX

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CORRIDOR COMPANY

Sounds obvious, but the ability to readily find our contracts in one
known place has introduced immeasurable value to us.
TIM WOLF
SYSTEMS ANALYST, BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO

Corridor Company is committed to
continually evolving their contract
management software product line
to meet the challenges of contracts
and their proper management.
Corridor's end-to-end solutions

The Contracts 365 platform is a powerful, easy to use solution that allows us
to better manage our legal review process and track our vendor relationships.
CASEY CALLUM
LEGAL COUNSEL, TPG GLOBAL

enable customers to create
contracts and proposals more
efficiently, manage all processes
more effectively, and ensure that
revenue, profit and compliance are
all fully optimized. Corridor's
flexible licensing model,

Given the volume and complexity of our collaboration and negotiation process, it was
imperative that we find a tool that can provide the functionality that we need to be efficient and
effective. Corridor Company’s Next Generation Contract Management Software did just that.
KATE VAN SLEET
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR OF LEGAL & BUSINESS AFFAIRS, WGBH

supporting implementation
packages, and delivery options
which include On-Premises, in the
Cloud, SharePoint or Office 365,
ensure a solution tailored to fit the
needs of your company.

The Corridor team not only accommodated to our success they were committed to our success
from day one. The Contracts 365 solution provides all of our stakeholders with the immediate
transparency they need it has freed up the contracts team to focus on processing more requests
and priority tasks. What used to take us weeks to handle now requires a few days.
MARK BELTON
CONTRACT SPECIALIST II, CHELAN COUNTY PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ECTEON

Ecteon has continued to stay involved, troubleshooting as needed and helping accommodate
technical modifications due to market changes. They have continued to be responsive long after
the project closed. I’ve never had a system with vendor support as stable as this. Ecteon is a rare
kind of supplier partner.
JESSICA JOHN
CONTRACTS AND BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION MANAGER, KAISER PERMANENTE

Ecteon recognizes that contract
management is a complex function
for most organizations, large and
small. It features Contraxx, a
premier Contract Lifecycle
Management (CLM) solution for
companies with complex
contracting requirements where a

Being able to implement Contraxx on our own in-house server gave our Information Security
team the assurance they needed that private data, such as identifiable employee data, would
remain protected by our own network security system, and allowed us to move forward with
Ecteon.
JOSHUA PILA
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE LOCAL MEDIA GROUP, MEREDITH CORPORATION

“one size fits all” model won’t
suffice. The company helps clients
optimize their contract
management systems using
browser-based software and
custom implementation strategies
that keep client contracts healthy

Ecteon delivers on its promises – the Contraxx system is not only easy to
use, easily customizable, it’s very powerful in its capabilities.
KEN M.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON

and businesses thriving.

Contraxx provided the client with the ability to establish rules for workflow processes,
facilitate contract assembly by using pre-approved clause libraries, comply with
crucial contract milestones by the use of e-mail notifications and alerts.
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
MICHIGAN DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GATEKEEPER

Gain total visibility of your

Gatekeeper is, from a product perspective, fantastic. It's well-built, lean
in its design and incredibly easy to grasp and use.
LUKE STAGG
PROCUREMENT SPECIALIST, DAC BEACHCROFT LLP

contracts & vendors. Manage
compliance, renewals & costs with
ease. Gatekeeper's contract
management & vendor
management software offers
complete visibility and control over
your contract universe. With a

Gatekeeper has made the contracting and vendor management process more
visible across the business and has made life considerably easier for those
involved.
JESSICA GASPERSON
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT - LEGAL & COMPLIANCE, MISSOURI EMPLOYERS MUTUAL

focus on collaboration,
automation, clear actionable data
and, most of all, ease of use,
Gatekeeper ensures its customers
gain maximum value from their
signed agreements.

The system has delivered on our expectation. It's easy to use, and has
already brought clarity to our contract and vendor relationships.
TIM DEVINE
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, TROPHY AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

It is a very good system which has helped us organise all our contracts
into one database. It’s so easy to use.
DEBORAH KEOGH
LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR, PETS AT HOME

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ONIT

We applaud them on solving one of the greatest challenges law departments
face, how to keep pace with fast-moving business transactions while
continuing to deliver consistent, high-quality legal work on contracts.
MINTERELLISONRUDDWATTS

Onit is the leading provider of
Enterprise Legal Management
(ELM) solutions for the 21st
century. Brought to you by the
same team that created spend
management a generation ago,
Onit is transforming the way legal
departments drive operational and

Onit has proven a great partner both in terms of its product features and the customer service support the Onit team
provides. Onit provides a very nimble product that can be quickly modified and adapted for various business needs. This is
not the case with the other products we considered in this space. My experience of Onit is that they are motivated not only
to sell their product at the outset but to continue to improve the product and ensure customer success in the adoption and
use of the product. It’s been a great experience so far.
DANA MCDONALD
SENIOR COUNSEL, UNDER ARMOUR

process improvements. By
focusing on process, Onit’s
solutions help customers drive
tremendous gains in efficiency,
accelerate transaction velocity and
reduce costs. Their solutions
simplify business process
automation and improve business

This has been an exceptional process improvement for our client
communications, reporting metrics and speed in which we can turn around
contracts. Our clients have embraced this new process and use it daily.
LIBBY TROUGHTON
SENIOR MANAGER, LEGAL BUSINESS OPERATIONS, THE HOME DEPOT

productivity across all departments
and industries.

Onit brings value to all aspects of our contracts management program. Their
leading-edge technology, innovative approach, and results-oriented execution have
helped us to build a world-class contract management process. Onit has become a
valued partner!
SIROTA CONSULTING

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SYMFACT

Overall experience with Symfact was simply fantastic.
VACLAV PAVLU
STANDARDS AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, HOLCIM GROUP SERVICES LTD

Symfact is the leading provider of
Contract Management and
Compliance Management
Solutions, enabling enterprise
customers around the world to
maximize revenues, minimize costs
and actively manage contractual

As the Business Owner and Project Lead, I am very pleased to date with
Symfact’s attentive nature with our questions and concerns. We look
forward to working through this project with the Symfact Team.
JASON EISENBEIS
NORQUEST COLLEGE

terms and risks, all on a single
technology platform. With Symfact
solutions, customers can
effectively manage the
documentation, deadlines,
budgets, commitments, workflow,
secure access and analysis tools
related to contract management
and compliance. As enterprises

Your tool is simple (in a very positive way) and experience shows that it
works almost under each conditions and strength of internet
connection. I am extremely happy we have chosen your company mainly because of the proactive, very professional and great support.
VACLAV P.
STANDARDS AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, LAFARGEHOLCIM

grow and change, the Symfact
platform easily scales from
departmental to enterprise
implementations. In addition,
Symfact solutions are readily
configured to the enterprise’s
business processes and seamlessly
integrated with required IT
infrastructure.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ICONTRACTS

iContracts is a leading provider of
contract, policy and revenue

The iContracts contract management system has streamlined our entire contract process from contract
originator through authorized signer, making the whole process much more efficient. Because the entire
process is online/electronic, hard copies of contracts are no longer passed from one office to another; they
are electronically routed through the system according to the workflow that we set up.
ASSISTANT TO VICE PRESIDENT
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

management solutions for a
variety of industries including Life
Sciences, Healthcare and
Education. iContracts’
comprehensive suite of fully
integrated cloud-based solutions
helps companies improve

The iContracts fully integrated suite of solutions, powerful process automation and rapid
implementation capability were important factors in our decision. We look forward to working
with iContracts on this important project and expect to begin realizing substantial benefits
quickly.
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS ANALYTICS
CHIESI

collaboration, expand visibility,
reduce costs, stop revenue leakage
and optimize performance.

iContracts Universal Contract Manager will enable HNE to streamline and simplify our entire
contract management lifecycle for all contract types throughout our organization. UCM delivers
the ideal blend of security and flexibility for any organization that deals with a high volume of
contracts and ever changing requirements.
MANAGER OF PROVIDER CONTRACTS
HEALTH NEW ENGLAND

The switch to iContracts was a fantastic experience, matched only by our experiences since. It is a great product for keeping
our contracts organized and compliant. It's easy for our users to use and for our system administrators to customize for
our specific needs. Customer Service has been beyond exceptional walking us through our learning process and helping us
come up with solutions to our individualized issues. We find new ways to utilize iContracts all the time, which means we
keep finding more bang for our buck with this product. I whole-heartedly recommend iContracts.
MEDICAL STAFF COORDINATOR
GRITMAN MEDICAL CENTER
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ABOUT AVOKAADO

Avokaado is a digital workspace for

We are committed to improving our services to clients by bringing them new
digital solutions. As part of that, we’re proud to partner with Avokaado to
provide intelligent contract automation services to our clients.
KAUPO LEPPASEPP
IT & KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PARTNER, SANDS

contract lifecycle management.
Their AI-powered SaaS platform
gets you from zero to one for any
legal transaction with up-to-date
content and tools to create,
collaborate, sign and securely
manage your documents.

As to our real estate contracting, we are entering a collaboration with Avokaado in order to make our
contracts more accessible and flexible. As the framework will be settled, the real work can be devoted to
specific questions within the contractual situation. We have already had a lot of positive feedback, because
we are entering into a program to increase the quality of our contracts.
JEROEN DE CONINCK
DE CONINCK

Apart from the core contract automation, we requested some features tailored specifically for us
on-the-fly and the Avokaado product team was very helpful and supportive in delivering all the
developments on time. After that we also started using Avokaado for our internal daily
document management.
HENDRIK ROOSNA
CEO, FAIROWN

We took this pilot to test Avokaado: what we could gain from it, how we would communicate
with the software, and how natural it is for lawyers to use automated contracts. It was really
important to remove the psychological barrier and establish legal workflow automation as a
habit before moving further to the fixed deadlines and actually starting to use Avokaado.
SILJA ELUNURM
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND CEO, NJORD LAW FIRM
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ABOUT CONTRACT EAGLE

Contract Eagle specialize in

Contract Eagle's ease and speed of delivery was fantastic - they were flexible enough to fit around our hectic
schedule. Whilst training and documentation were well presented, it is the system's user friendliness which
makes it so beneficial to our business. It has provided us with everything we wanted. I am very impressed
with Contract Eagle's system and am keen to see it used in other areas of the business.
ANDREA COLLIER
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR, REINZ

contract management, and don’t
provide other solutions. Their
solution is called Contract Eagle,
and it is available for on-premise
installation or as a cloud service.
They understand through
experience how important it is to
keep track of your contracts, and

We are a small government contractor, and mostly needed a way to store the many volumes of
contract documents online in a way they could be easily located and accessed by management
and staff. An added benefit is the reminder emails which help the program managers keep track
of task and contract expiration and renewal dates.
SANDY OLSZOWY
CONTRACT RECORDS MANAGER, ADDX CORPORATION

have developed Contract Eagle to
help you do just that. They like to
keep things simple, but brilliant.

I use this system every single day. Contracts and agreements are the lifeblood of our
business, and Contract Eagle helps me to organise and locate documents in a flash. I
have and will continue to be a big advocate of this important software!
MIKE HEALY
CFO, APOTEX

Contract Eagle has provided us with an easy to use, cost effective solution with secured online
access to key reports and contracts to authorized persons within our head office and our
satellite offices around NZ. Their configurable, off-the-shelf system is ideally suited to our
business needs and it is already proving a real efficiency gain for us.
DAVID O'REILLY
CFO, BALLANCE AGRI-NUTRIENTS
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ABOUT CONTRACTZEN

ContractZen has made our contracting processes remarkably faster. In addition, contracts are
automatically saved to the service after signing. Agreed matters are now easy to find, and we get
notifications for important due dates. ContractZen is easy to use and has versatile features,
which make it an excellent solution.
ILKKA VUORI
PROCUREMENT ANALYST, CAPMAN

Ready-to-use cloud service with
contract management, board
portal, VDR, eSignatures and more!
ContractZen is your digital hub for
corporate governance. Forget the
time-consuming and expensive
implementation and consultation

The ContractZen service is very easy to use. Extremely fast contract importing is essential for us
and in this regard ContractZen is above all others. I also like the fact that ContractZen service is
constantly evolving and we can utilize the new features at no additional charge.
PASI TASANEN
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, BIISONI

projects. Unlike other solutions,
ContractZen is instantly ready to
use. Loved by customers from over
30 countries, ContractZen is a
revolutionary cloud service for
organizations of all sizes to eSign
and manage contracts, financial

ContractZen is a great SME/team contract management SaaS tool with no upfront installation
and a very, very fast ROI. We use it to store all contracts: HR, services bought, subcontractors
and sales. The inexpensive ContractZen saves time and money and is a joy to use.
PETRI AUKIA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CODENTO

documents and meeting minutes.
Contracts can be easily found using multiple search terms and I can immediately spot all the
relevant documents. In addition, I really appreciate the calendar features that enable me to set
automatic reminders on contract expiry dates and if the continuation should be examined.
SUSANNA TUOMINEN
ADMINISTRATION COORDINATOR, THE FEDERATION OF FINNISH ENTERPRISES
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ABOUT LINKSQUARES

LinkSquares is the first AI-powered
end-to-end contract lifecycle

We would have had a lot of issues if we had not implemented LinkSquares in advance of the global
pandemic because we didn’t store the contracts in a consistent way with siloed geographies and multiple
acquisitions. Now, teams can find what they need easily in LinkSquares without going through hoops to find
a specific term within a contract that was executed on the other side of the world.
CLAY DAVIS
DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL LEGAL OPERATIONS, TECHDATA

management platform. Take
control of your contracting process
with full visibility into where things
are, what needs to get done next,
and everything that’s been agreed
to in the past. With LinkSquares,
you can write better contracts,

LinkSquares saves us several hours every time non-standard contract terms
arise, which allows us to gain insights and report findings to other
departments faster.
MEGAN SZABO
SENIOR COMMERCIAL AND CORPORATE COUNSEL, COGITO

standardize contract language, and
understand what’s in your
agreements from one, easy-to-use
system. Start improving your
bottom line, saving time, and
making your legal operations run
smoother today.

LinkSquares has really streamlined our processes and made things more efficient. The key thing
that we use and appreciate on a daily basis is Smart Tagging and Smart Naming. LinkSquares
automatically names and organizes contracts in a way that we can understand and easily
identify. All this has saved us a ton of time.
NICOLE DUCHARME
DIRECTOR, CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS, DATAROBOT

For someone looking for user-friendly cloud contract management with
powerful searching and analytics, LinkSquares is the answer.
LAUREN ZAJAC
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER, WORKHUMAN
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